The CONTENTS Procedure

Directory

Libref          IN31
Engine          BASE
Access          READONLY
Physical Name   RMTPRD.HERC.SAS.NMDSRG02
Unit            DISK
Volume          2BIG0R
Disposition     SHR
Device          3390
Blocksize       27648
Blocks per Track 2
Total Library Blocks 930
Total Used Blocks 907
Total Free Blocks 23
Highest Used Block 907
Highest Formatted Block 908
Members         1

# Name        Member  Type    Pagesize  Pages  Created
  1 NMDSRG02   DATA    27648     904     12Apr04:10:16:31

# Last Modified Release Created Release Last Modified
  1 12Apr04:10:16:31    8.0202M0    S640JV1I   8.0202M0    S640JV1I
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Data Set Name           IN31.NMDSRG02          Observations          259142
Member Type             DATA                  Variables             15
Engine                  BASE                  Indexes               0
Created                 Monday, April 12,      Observation Length   96
                        2004 10:16:31 AM  
Last Modified           Monday, April 12,      Deleted Observations  0
                        2004 10:16:31 AM  
Protection              Compressed            Compressed            NO
Data Set Type           Sorted                Sorting              YES
Label                   
Data Representation     MVS_32                 
Encoding                Default                

Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size      27648
Number of Data Set Pages 904
First Data Page        1
Max Obs per Page       287
Obs in First Data Page 259
Number of Data Set Repairs 0
Physical Name           RMTPRD.HERC.SAS.NMDSRG02
Release Created        8.0202M0
Release Last Modified  8.0202M0
Created by              S640JV1I
Last Modified by       S640JV1I
Subextents             1
Total Blocks Used      904

Alphabetic List of Variables and Attributes

# Variable Type Len Format Informat Label
12 cat      Num  8          
14 costl    Num  8          
15 costn    Num  8          
13 flag     Num  8          
11 source   Num  8          
1 ADMITDAY  Num  6           DATE8. 9.         DATE OF ADMISSION (SASDATE)
7 ADTIME    Num  5          TIME OF ADMISSION
8 BEDSECN   Num  5          BED SECTION
3 BSINDAY   Num  6           DATE8. 9.         DAY ADMITTED TO BEDSECT (SASDATE)
4 BSOUTDAY  Num  6           DATE8. 9.         DAY TRANSFERED FROM BEDSECT (SASDATE)
2 DISDAY    Num  6           DATE8. 9.         DATE OF DISCHARGE (SASDATE)
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Alphabetic List of Variables and Attributes

# Variable Type Len Format Informat Label

10 DISTYPE Num 5 TYPE OF DISCHARGE
9 LSB Num 5 LENGTH OF STAY IN BEDSECTION
5 SCRSSN Num 7 11. 11. SCRAMbled SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
6 STA3N Num 5 4. STATION (PARENT)

Sort Information

Sortedby SCRSSN ADMITDAY ADTIME BSINDAY BSOUTDAY DISDAY STA3N
Validated YES
Character Set ASCII